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Abstract
Liver is the largest glandular organ important for survival in human body. Computed tomography is generally used to image liver
due to its precision. This paper presents a method to extract liver from computed tomography (CT) abdomen images in axial
orientation. A traditional segmentation method based on histogram and morphology is proposed herein. Histogram is used to
analyze the intensity distribution, morphological operations are used to disconnect liver from the neighboring organs and greatest
connected pixels are extracted. The experimental results of the proposed method when applied to CT abdomen images with
contrast are presented and the effectiveness is discussed in accordance to the manual tracing obtained from the radiologist. Dice
similarity co-efficient amounts to 94% in the proposed method.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
Liver is one of the most important organs in the human
body. It carries out varieties of functions such as filtering the
blood, making bile and proteins, processing sugar, hormone
production, breaking down medications and storing iron,
vitamins and minerals[1]. Liver weights approximately
1500g, and is located in the upper right corner of the
abdomen. Liver is the largest organ in the abdominal cavity.
Liver disease is one of the most serious health diseases that
cause death worldwide [2]. In modern medicine, medical
imaging techniques has major role in helping diagnosis.
Medical imaging is the technique and process of creating
visual representation of the function of some organs or
tissues. Various types of imaging technologies based on
non-invasive approach are X-rays, Computed Tomography
(CT) scan, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scan,
ultrasound, Positron Emission Tomography (PET) etc.
These imaging technologies are used to view the human
body in order to diagnose, monitor, or treat medical
conditions. Each type of technology gives different
information about the body being studied or treated. Liver
image segmentation has played a very important role in
medical imaging field. The advancement in digital image
processing techniques has attracted researchers towards the
development of computerized methods for liver analysis.
Liver image segmentation is an essential step for the
diagnosis of liver tumors, liver surgical planning system
such as a system for liver transplantation and 3D liver
volume rendering. Computed Tomography image has been
widely used for liver disease diagnosis.
Computed
Tomography images can be taken either with contrast agent
given to the patients or without contrast agent according to
the necessity. The most challenging task in segmenting liver
from the CT abdomen image is highly varying shape of the
liver, weak boundaries to its adjacent organs such as

stomach, kidney, and heart and the intensity homogeneity
between adjacent organs [3]. The axial section of computed
tomography (CT) of the abdomen image is shown in Fig-1.
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Fig-1: CT scan of Abdomen Image (IR) (A)Liver;
(B)Stomach; (C)Spleen; (D)Spine; (E) Aorta; (F) Fat
Prior knowledge about location of the organ and image
features is required before segmenting liver from CT
abdomen images. The extraction of liver region from CT
abdomen images using histogram analysis and
morphological operations is proposed in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows: various approaches used
for liver segmentation is reviewed in section 2. Materials
used in this method are given in section 3. Section 4
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describes the image processing methods of the proposed
technique for liver extraction. Experimental results of the
proposed method are discussed in section 5. Conclusion is
given in Section 6.
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The proposed method uses histogram, thresholding and
morphological segmentation for extracting liver region from
CT abdomen images.

4. PROPOSED METHOD
2. PREVIOUS WORKS IN THE LITERATURE
An automatic segmentation method based on graph cuts [4]
separates the images into two classes “object” and the
“bottom” separates liver from CT images. Semi automatic
method based on 2D region growing with knowledge based
constraints proposed in [5]. Neural network classifier [6] is
used to obtain an initial estimation of the liver region. Liver
segmentation with region growing is proposed in [7]. The
seed point required for region growing is automatically
found by taking the centroid of the biggest connected area in
the simplified and eroded image. In [8] automatic liver
segmentation of contrast enhanced CT images is carried out.

The principle of the proposed method is given in Fig-3.
Generally, the threshold value is used to separate liver,
which is the region of interest (ROI) from the background
image.
But in our case, according to the histogram of the image
slices of the abdominal CT, it is found that histogram [10] of
the liver has a shape as shown in Fig-2 with peak values that
lies between t1 and t2.

t1

t2

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this method, two dimensional Computed Tomography
axial abdomen images with contrast agents are used. The
contrast agents may be given to the patient in either of the
two ways: (1) oral, (2) intravenous [9]. These contrast
agents causes the particular organ or tissue under study to be
viewed better. These images are collected from Medall
Diagnostics. The dataset volume has 35 slices, of which
only 20 slices will have liver region.
Fig-2: Histogram of fig.1 (IH)
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With the values t1 and t2, the threshold is computed. For the
first threshold, t1 eliminates all the parts of the histogram to
the left of t1 and for the second threshold, the parts that
remains to the right of t2 is removed. The left over portion
of the image is the pixels that exist in the interval t1 and t2.
The image is then converted into a binary image by taking
threshold (IT). The binary image consists of liver, spleen and
fat muscles that surround the abdomen which has similar
intensity levels.

4.2 Morphological Erosion
The binary image obtained in the previous step contains
other organs which have similar intensity to liver and they
are also connected to liver. To remove the continuities
between them and to separate liver from the abdomen
boundary, morphological erosion (ME) operation is
implemented. Fig.4 (a) and (b) shows the original image and
the resultant image of erosion respectively.
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Fig-3: Flow chart of the proposed method
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5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Fig-6 shows the raw image dataset of CT abdomen and Fig7 shows the segmentation result produced by the proposed
procedure.
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b

Fig-4: a) Original Image; b)Eroded Image after thresholding

In the dataset shown in the Fig-6, first 4 slices contain liver,
aorta, spine and heart inside the abdominal wall, in the next
8 slices liver, stomach, aorta, spine, and spleen can be seen
and in the remaining 7 slices liver, aorta, left and right
kidneys, stomach, spleen, and pancreas are visible. Liver is
the organ which is located in the left side (which is actually
in the right side of the human body) of the CT axial image is
largest organ inside the abdomen.
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Fig-5: Structuring element (SE3)
Erosion [11] is an operation which removes the pixels from
the object boundaries. A structuring element is a matrix
consisting of only 0’s and 1’s with any arbitrary shape. In
this method disk shaped structuring element is used. The
disk shaped structuring element of radius 3 as shown in Fig5 is used in this method. The erosion process is shown in eq.
1
ME=IT Ɵ SE3

(1)

4.3 Greatest Connected Pixels
Once the image is eroded, the abdomen boundaries are
removed. Also the continuities between liver and its
neighboring organs are disconnected. Since liver is the
largest connected organ in the left side of CT abdomen
images, taking out the greatest connected pixels extract the
liver region exactly. The greatest connected pixels are
detected with labeling process. The pixels which share
similar intensities are grouped under a certain unique label.
Finally the label with greatest quantity is extracted, which is
liver.

4.4 Morphological Dilation
The extracted image (GCP) is then dilated with disk
operator of radius 3 (SE3), for regaining the necessary
elements which were lost during erosion. Dilation and
erosion are dual operators. Dilation [11] thickens object in
the binary image. Dilation is generally used for bridging
gaps. The dilation process is shown in eq. 2
MD=GCP

SE3

(2)

The resultant image is a binary liver mask (IM) which is then
overlapped with the original image to obtain the liver
region.
Fig-6: Raw images of Computed Tomography
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validating the results of segmentation based on similarity.
We justify the proposed segmentation method by the
measure the agreement between proposed and manual
segmentation. Dice values are expressed in percentage and
obtained using eq.3
𝐷𝑖𝑐𝑒 =

2|𝐴∩𝐵|
2|𝐴∩𝐵|

∗ 100

(3)

Here, A is the proposed method and B is the manual
segmentation obtained from radiologist. The average value
of the dice co-efficient for this volume is 94%.
In this execution, the result obtained by the proposed
method need refinement in the area where the joins exists
between abdominal wall and liver also between fat muscles
and liver. The proposed method shows average results for
CT abdomen-contrast images. To achieve commendable
result, the method should be meticulously refined with the
dominating knowledge about image and advanced
segmentation techniques.

6. CONCLUSION
A liver segmentation method is proposed using histogram
analysis and morphological operations for extracting liver
from the CT abdomen images. This method inputs raw ct
abdomen images. By finding the threshold interval of the
liver region with the histogram prediction, gray scale image
is converted into a binary image. Morphological erosion is
used to erode the pixels that do not come under ROI.
Extracting the greatest connected pixels, results in liver
extraction. Dilation brings back the lost pixels in the ROI.
Selecting the shape of structuring element plays an
important role in implementing morphological operations.
Overlapping the mask obtained in the previous result to the
raw image pull out the liver region. Dice similarity coefficient is used to compare the results of the proposed
method with manual segmentation, which results to 94%.
The future work will evolve with the feature to separate the
boundaries of liver with the neighbors and from the
abdominal wall.
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Fig-7: Liver region segmented images
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